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Tester: Tony Hoare

Time tested: Eight months/1500 miles 

What’s good? Great news for all of us 

whose heads are on the cusp between 

medium and large – because this lid comes in an ML 

size. Usually I have a choice of a too-snug medium, or a 

slightly sloppy large, where the Corsa is snug without 

compressing my cheeks to the point of constriction. 

What’s not? The visor mechanism takes some getting 

used to and the vents are hard to work on the move. 

It’s available in only a limited range of colours – plain 

black or white and two graphics as well as a Rossi rep. 

Contact: www.agv.co.uk

Quality rating: ����� Value rating: �����

Tester: Michael Neeves

Time used: Six months

What’s good? As helmet bags go, this sits 

right at the top end. It’s beautifully made 

from distressed cowhide with solid brass fixings, 

canvas straps, a large side pocket and a foam and 

airtex lining. It’s big enough for an XL size lid with 

enough space left over for a spare visor and a pair 

of gloves. I use helmet bags for racing, air travel and 

road testing to stop my painted Arai getting damaged. 

What’s not? It costs more than many helmets and 

could do with a soft-lined visor pocket.

Contact: www.ioleather.com

Quality rating: �����  Value rating: �����

Tester: Rupert Paul 

Time tested: One year/6000 miles 

What’s good? Extreme ease of use, light 

weight, warmth (there’s a detachable 

thermal lining) and general style. It’s well-finished 

with loads of pockets. I got the Richa after 20 years 

of wearing an indestructible Crowtree jacket, and the 

difference in weight and comfort was amazing. 

What’s not? The CE shoulder and elbow armour is 

basic; the foam back insert even more so. Distressed-

look leather soaks up rain like blotting paper. And 

there’s no way it could match the Crowtree in a crash. 

Contact: www.nevis.uk.com 

Quality rating: �����  Value rating: �����

QUICK
BUYING 
ADVICE
GLOVES

1
Get the fit

Check the 

measurement 

of the L-shape from 

forefinger tip to 

thumb tip. If the glove 

is shorter than your 

hand in this area, it 

will pull too tightly 

when you grip the 

bar. If it’s too big, 

you’ll get a bunched 

section between 

hand and bar grip.

2
Rain and shine 

Full summer 

gloves are great if 

you know for certain 

it won’t rain, while 

winter gloves are a 

necessary evil as few 

of us enjoy the extra 

thickness created 

by the insulation.  

In the middle 

are waterproof 

summer gloves, 

with a breathable 

membrane but no 

thermal wadding.

3
Strap it on

The wrist 

restraint is vital 

for keeping the glove 

on your hand in a 

crash, and it’s best 

if it fastens on the 

underside as this 

makes it less likely to 

slide over the heel of 

the palm.

4
Seal of approval 

The CE safety 

approval mark 

has started appearing 

on a wider range of 

gloves since the tests 

were made easier 

to pass last year. It’s 

a good sign that a 

manufacturer takes 

protective qualities 

into account.

5
Innie or outie? 

This one can 

divide riders 

– gloves inside or 

outside of the jacket’s 

sleeve. Outside is 

good for sealing out 

draughts, but inside 

means rain can’t run 

down the sleeve and 

into the glove.

These waterproof Wolf Outlasts offer decent warmth without the wadding

‘These a� ordable gloves 
are great for summ-inter!’

Tested by Tim Thompson 

Time tested: Nine months/1000 miles

What’s good? Finding a good glove 

for high summer is easy enough, so 

too is finding one for the depths of 

winter. The glove that takes a bit of 

rooting out is a good three-season, do-

everything, all-rounder. These multi-

tasking Wolf Titaniums make a decent 

stab at the job, combining reasonable 

feel and a sporty fit with warmth and 

cosiness for at least nine months of 

the year. Construction is a cowhide/

Cordura mix with a Hipora waterproof 

membrane. I use them for my 20-

mile commute and they’ve remained 

waterproof so far. Finger comfort is 

snug without discomfort from internal 

seams while the cuffs have enough 

adjustment to zip (and Velcro) over or 

under bulky waterproofs. 

What’s not? The Outlast warmth 

lining in the thumbs gets slightly 

rucked up and distracting, especially 

when hands go in damp. There’s 

no visor-wiper blade, and while 

there’s welcome protective knuckle 

armour stitched into the back of the 

glove, I wonder how much abrasion 

resistance its fabric construction 

would provide if, say, your hand was 

trapped knuckles-down under the 

bars in a crash. 

Contact: www.wolf-moto.com

Quality rating: �����

Value rating: �����

Wolf Outlast Titanium II 
gloves, £89.99

DETAILS
1. Knuckle duster

Carbon section adds 

extra protection  but 

fabric could prove a 

weak spot in a crash

2. Versatile cuff

Zip and Velcro 

adjustment makes for a 

great fit over or 

under your jacket

IO Leather ‘Clarke’ helmet bag £150 Richa Retro Racing leather jacket £230 AGV Corsa helmet, from £499.99


